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Choosing the Best Online Casinos UK in 2024



There are many factors you have to consider when choosing the best online casinos UK in 2024. Besides these factors, there are other important tips you need to know. Explore security as the leading factor for choosing any gambling site. Security here is not limited to safeguarding your information at sign up and safeguarding your deposits, winnings and withdrawals. You should go for an online casino in the UK that uses SSL encryption to protect its website. A secure site should have affiliations with third party security agencies. They should use a wide variety of secure payment and deposit methods with third party confirmation or payment methods that protect the details of gamblers. Montycasinos.com is a great way to find only those sites with maximum security. With their detailed review you can determine which sites are worth considering.

To fully attest to the security level of gambling sites, these sites must be regulated by the appropriate governing body of the UK. That is the UK Gambling Commission; be it a remote or a local casino sit, they must be licensed and regulated. Regulations and licencing ensure that there is a regular audit and scrutiny on the operation of the gambling site. They remain on the UK's gambling site white list as long as they remain in terms with what is considered right and safe practices by the body. You can tell if they are licenced by the stamps they have on their site. Most legal sites will boldly showcase those stamps as a means to attract gamblers. In addition to being legal, the best online casino in the UK should also have the casino's return to player (RTP) percentage set up fairly.

UK Online Casinos List 2024

This comprehensive list features all UK-based casinos. Each online casino listed here is UKGC licensed and equipped with mobile-optimised features such as welcome bonuses, top casino games, and mobile-optimised software.

We're passionate about researching the details of each casino, as well as partnering with reputable sources like csiss.org to create comprehensive, independent ratings to help you choose which one is best for you.

We know you want to see every site worth your time in one place.

This list includes the best UK casino websites.

Check out the top casinos, read our casino reviews and discover your dream casino.

Just click the link of the casino that interests you to be taken to the sign-up page.

How We Review UK Online Casinos

Our experts have done all the legwork to find the best UK casinos online. You will find a comprehensive list here of all the sites that we recommend. All are licensed and scored well in our rigorous reviews.

Please note that this list doesn't cover all sites within the country. Instead, you'll find strong operators who have proven themselves capable of providing the best online casinos experience. To find out all the factors that are considered when reviewing a site's performance, please refer to our editorial policy. Here are some important considerations.

Licensing

All UK online casinos listed must be licensed by the appropriate governing bodies. As the online casino must meet certain standards of safety, playing at licensed sites offers players greater protection. Non-compliance operators face large fines and penalties, while the most serious offenders may lose their licence.

There is usually a different regulator for each country. The Gambling Commission (UKGC), in the UK, is responsible to license. The Gibraltar Regulatory Authority is (GRA) and Malta Gaming Authority are two other names you will likely see.

Playing at a licensed online casino will ensure that your games are fair and that you will not be charged for any illegal activities.

Customer Support

When your money is at risk, you do not want to be without support when you experience a technical problem. We carefully evaluate each casino's customer services. We value a variety of channels by which customers can reach the site. These include email, telephone, live chat, and even live chat.

We expect courteous customer support and prompt response times. No one likes to be left waiting for their cash. We will also look for active social media profiles. These accounts are an excellent way to keep updated on casino events and can be used as a second avenue for assistance.

Payout Speed

Choice is key for players when it comes to withdrawals or deposits. Because these allow for faster withdrawal speeds, it's important to use the most up-to-date methods. The minimum requirement is to have at least one electronic wallet option. Skrill, PayPal and Neteller are popular options. Newer technologies, such as Trustly, are also welcome.

No matter what method you use to pay, withdrawals must be processed by the casino quickly so players can take advantage of faster service.

Site Design

It's 2024. Your site's design needs to reflect that. Antiquated graphic designs are not a good idea. Sites should look great both on desktop and mobile. A dark mode can be added as an option. This might seem superficial but it creates an engaging experience. It is something that we will always consider when registering for UK online casinos.

Usability

What's the use of an online casino that you can't find what your looking for? When there are thousands of slot catalogs, the library must be simple to navigate and filter. All functionality of the site such as banking, account administration, and promotions should be easy to access. Casinos that make it difficult or complicated to withdraw money will be severely punished.

Online Casinos: Pros and Cons

Let's examine the pros & cons of online gambling before you sign up.

Pros

	Generous bonuses. The best online casinos will offer generous welcome bonuses and high quality promotions for existing players. This bonus will be substantial and you'll have the ability to withdraw your promotional cash.
	Safety guaranteed - Playing at recommended sites guarantees safety and security. This is due to the fact that we only ever work at sites that have licenses from UKGC. This means that games are fair, and casinos protect players against fraud. For more information on the UKGC, please visit our guide to gambling licensing.
	You can play many different games at the best online casino. These will include popular slot titles and table games such as roulette, blackjack, and baccarat. You will find innovative titles and live dealer games in the top casinos.
	Top software providers-the best online casinos will showcase games from the finest software houses. This means that Evolution Gaming, the live dealer specialist, will be featured in your online casino, along with other heavyweights such Pragmatic Play (Playtech) and Microgaming.


Cons

	Conditions and bonus terms - Online casinos have one of the most problematic aspects. T&Cs can impact how you use a bonus, how much you have spend to access it, and even how long you have to wager. This is why we advise that you carefully read the T&Cs before signing up.
	Convenience is a good thing - it's easy to signup for an online casino these days. However for those who are trying to reduce their gambling habit, this could pose a problem. Look at our guide on responsible gambling if someone you know or you feel is struggling with gambling.


Games

There is a wide selection of games on this list. Here are some of your most favorite and most commonly used selections from casinos.

Slots

It is rare for an online casino to have a good slots library. Slots are the most well-known casino games. You can find a variety of titles from some of the best casino software vendors. The best online casinos will offer a variety of exciting releases, including progressive jackpots with huge potential payouts.

When choosing a slot to try, you should take into account the RTP (Return to Player) and volatility ratings. RTP will give you an idea about how much the slot pays in comparison to what players invest. The theoretical payout for a slot with 95% RTP is PS95 per every PS100.

Variance or volatility can give you a complete picture about a slot's winnings. High volatility slot payouts more often and are less frequent than low-variance ones. Choose a slot that suits you budget. If your bankroll is limited, a lower volatility slot might work better for you.

Table Games

Blackjack, baccarat, craps, sic b and many other games are available at top online casinos.

Live Casino

Live casino games are becoming more accessible and immersive with the improvement in internet speeds and streaming technology. Evolution Gaming's top software developers, Evolution Gaming, stream live dealer games from studios around globe. They allow players to interact with croupiers in real time and bring authentic casino experiences to their homes. It doesn't matter if it's roulette, dice, or cards; there's a live dealer casino available that will bring the excitement of land-based casinos directly to your computer or mobile device.

Poker

Poker is the best card game. It's the perfect choice, so you won't have any trouble choosing a top casino to provide a great poker experience. You can choose from Texas Hold Em, seven-card-stud, five card draw or any other poker variant you like. There are many great online casinos that offer both virtual and live tables.

Roulette

Online casinos provide the opportunity to enjoy the pure pleasure of wagering on roulette. There are many live games and variants available. This casino classic allows you to make bets on specific numbers and evens as well, red or black and other numbers.

Bonuses

We have a wide range of customer offers, from free spins to play a new casino slot or a large match-deposit bonus. You will find them all on our UK online casinos list. We'll explain the basics of the different welcome bonuses that are available at the best online casinos.

Matched Deposit

Matching deposits are bonuses that give the casino a portion of your deposit. A casino may offer 100% bonus up to PS100. That means you can get additional PS100 on top your first PS100 deposit. A 50% bonus up to PS100 may be available. You would have to deposit PS200 if you want to claim the full PS100 deposit offer. The wagering requirements for matched deposits are more common than you might think. You'll need the bonus to be wagered a specific number of time to unlock withdrawals.

Deposit x to get y

A common bonus, especially for betting sites, is the one that says "deposit $x, receive $y in bonus money". One example is that you may get PS10 for depositing PS20. This is a simplified method of deposit match, meaning that you may get PS10 for a deposit of PS20.

No cost spins

Free spins are frequently added to matched deposit bonus welcome bonuses. However, they can also be offered on their merits. Operators may limit what games you're allowed to play or limit how much you can win. NetEnt's Starburst slot is one example of a game that may have 25 free spins. However, the winnings cap for this slot is PS100. Any funds that you win with your free Spins exceed PS100 will be returned to NetEnt.

Wager-Free

Winnings from wager-free bonuses are often low in amount, but they are player-friendly because you don't need meet wagering requirements. You may receive PS5 in cash as a free bonus to be used at any of your online casinos. All winnings will be yours to keep, or you can withdraw it immediately. New online casinos sites often offer wager-free bonuses. They are especially appealing to players who are put off from the wagering requirements that larger casinos have.

No Deposit

Most players make their first deposit. Welcome bonuses are not offered to those who do not make a deposit. Sometimes, welcome bonuses do not require players to make deposits. They are, however, a good way to get to know a new casino and its games without the need to make a deposit. Some of our casinos offer no deposit bonus offers, so make sure you keep your eyes open while browsing the list.

Wagering Requirements

Before you choose one of our online casinos you must understand the wagering requirements. You will find bonus cash and no deposit spins in online casinos. However, to make these offers worthwhile, the wagering requirements are required. The wagering requirements are meant to protect the casino's goal of providing regular players with bonus cash. You can only withdraw your bonus money if you have wagered at least a certain amount. The wagering requirement for your bonus is 35x. You must wager the amount of your bonus thirty-five to unlock withdrawals. Your initial deposit may be included by your chosen online casino in the calculation. Please review the terms to ensure you aren’t taken off guard.

You may receive a match deposit bonus of 100%, up to PS100. Once you have claimed your full amount with 35x wagering, then you can withdraw. However, you need to wager PS3,500. To be eligible for withdrawals, your initial deposit (which would have been PS100 + PS100) would need to be wagered PS7,000. While wagering requirements can vary from operator to operator, some bonuses are wager-free. Make sure you review our top casino operators before making your decision.

Other T&Cs

Online casino bonuses are not free from wagering restrictions. These T&Cs are worth keeping in mind.

Game Weighting

Each game contributes differently to meet wagering requirements. For details on game weighting, refer to the T&Cs. A lower house edge means that table games such blackjack might only contribute 5-10% towards the requirements.

Winnings caps

Many bonuses have winnings caps. If you lose more than that, your bonus will be canceled. These are often found in free spins, no wagering bonus, and no deposit bonuses. Otherwise, the casino might lose a lot. Winnings caps are subject to change and can be as low at PS10, as high as PS500 or PS1,000.

Restrictions on Gaming

Before you claim your free bonus, you should verify on which games it can actually be used. Many free spins are restricted to just a few slot titles. Bonus credit might not be applicable for entire sections of the site like live casino games.

Payment Restrictions

Before making your qualifying deposits, make sure you review any payment restrictions. These restrictions may bar certain payment methods from getting a bonus. They are typically put in place for protection against bonus abuse. It's important to keep an eye out for e-Wallets. Debit card are almost always a valid option.

Payment Methods

Debit Cards

Debit cards from Visa Mastercard, Maestro and Mastercard are the most used and preferred payment method. They allow you to easily transfer funds into your casino account. Each site in our UK online casinos directory supports debit card use. Once you are set, simply enter your card number (expiry date and CVV number) and how much money you want.

While funds you have deposit are typically available for immediate use. Withdrawals can take up 3-5 days, depending on how long it takes to process your withdrawals. Visa cardholders are able to use the Fast Funds service from the issuer. You could receive cash out within 30 minutes.

e-Wallets

PayPal, Skrill or Neteller are great alternatives for debit cards. With their ability to use their email address to deposit and withdraw funds, they allow users to bypass multiple websites and enter their bank information. E-wallets usually come with their own security features as well, giving you some peace-of-mind. Another great benefit to e-wallets: they are the fastest way for you to withdraw money. Most take less than 24 hours to process your transaction once it has been approved.

Mobile Payments

Boku lets you attach your deposits to a phone bill by using services such as this. Simply enter the amount to be deposited and your mobile numbers. A one-time confirmation code will be sent by SMS. Once you enter the code, your month-end deposit amount will appear on your phone bill. It is not possible to withdraw this payment method. For that reason, you will need either your bank or card details or an e-wallet linked email address in order for you to withdraw money from the on-site wallet.

Prepaid Cards

Paysafecard is a prepaid card that allows you to set your spending limits. You can load your card up with the amount of money you want and then you can adjust your spending limit. Once your prepaid card is set up, you can simply use it to make your first deposit. Like pay by mobile, withdrawals to prepaid cards are not possible.

Bank Transfer

For the simplest payment, you can enter your bank number and code to make bank transfers. Also known as wire transfers, this is how you pay. While this is the fastest and easiest way for you to link your on site wallet to a bank account, it can be slow to make withdrawals because the bank's lead-time is likely extended to at least 5 working day.

Trust

Trustly, built on Open Banking technology. Trustly allows you to quickly transfer funds to and from any casino wallet. It's extremely secure, too. Users can log in with their regular internet banking portal without sharing any of their bank details with casino. The process of withdrawing money is quick and can often be completed in under an hour.

Cryptocurrencies

Many people are not aware that cryptocurrency can be used to make payment at online casinos. Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies offer many benefits including anonymity as well security and speedy transaction speeds. Although cryptocurrency prices fluctuate and they aren’t widely accepted yet, they are certainly worth paying attention to.

AstroPay

AstroPay cards, a new prepaid card service, is becoming increasingly popular with UK players. These virtual cards can be purchased right from the app or website. Paysafecard doesn't require you to share your bank details with the casino. Also, the card can't overdrawn so it's great if you're trying to keep your finances in check. AstroPay also supports withdrawals via an e-wallet.

The UK Gambling Commission banned credit cards being used to make online casino deposits as of April 2020. This move was made by the UKGC to better safeguard customers from problem gaming.

Mobile Casinos

Mobile-friendly sites are essential in today's digital age. All UK online casinos on our list of mobile casino sites will offer an exceptional experience on smartphones. Apart from a website automatically adapting to touchscreen functionality, your casino might also offer its own smartphone app.

Many see native apps as the best mobile option. The app has tactile, mobile-optimised interfaces. You can also access Apple Pay and Google Pay to make quick deposits. Push notifications keep you updated on new games and promotions. Play on Android, iOS or any other mobile operating systems and you will find a great mobile gambling site.

Software Developers

Software developers all around the world are working to offer the best online casino experience. It's worth looking at which developers are present in a site’s game library to see if they have full platforms available for casino operators to develop on. There are many excellent developers out, including Pragmatic Play (IGT), Pragmatic Play (Blueprint), Red Tiger and many others. However, these are the most prominent software providers.

NetEnt

NetEnt is an established brand that has a vast selection of quality games. Starburst's Quest, Gonzo’s Queest, Rage of the Seas and Street Fighter II are just some of the best-known games. NetEnt also produces branded titles, such as Street Fighter II. The casino industry giant is represented by offices in many countries, including Stockholm, Sweden.

Evolution Gaming

Evolution Gaming is the leading developer of live casino games in the world. Evolution Gaming is a global streaming company with studios in every corner of the globe. Evolution offers an extensive range of games, top user interfaces, thriving communities of players and round-the clock service.

Microgaming

Microgaming's iGaming business is a true leader. It has a large selection of games to choose from, as well as exclusive alliances with a variety of independent developers. Microgaming has been a pioneer in technology developments. They launched VR casinos in 2016 and continue to innovate in immersive online gaming.

Playtech

Playtech, a company based on Isle of Man, develops table and slot games as well poker and live casino game through its Playtech ONE platform. This platform integrates everything under one wallet making life much easier for players. Playtech is the developer of the Age of the Gods series of slots. Playtech was awarded the Global Gaming Awards' Best Digital Industry Supplier Award.

Play'n-GO

Play'n GO's focus is almost exclusively on slots, a Malta-based game developer. It is known for its Rich Wilde series of online slot games. Book of Dead, one of these games, is frequently targeted with free spins. Play'n GO's innovative titles include Diamond Vortex, which has seven reels and is played on a unique hexagonal grid.

Nolimit City

Nolimit City, the Swedish startup, is pushing the limits with its absurd and sometimes cheeky slot titles. Nolimit City's xFeatures-based mechanics like the xNudge wilds & xWays - where the number and paylines increase dynamically - are incorporated into its slot titles.

FAQ

How can I make sure my online account is safe?

Each site reviewed or ranked by the UK Gambling Commission is fully licensed. This means that they have to follow strict regulations and protect players. Every licensed casino is subject to regular audits, which verify the fairness of all games and ensures that they provide encryption technology for all customer transactions.

The UKGC's public Register can be used to confirm the validity of an operator's license.

How do you find the best welcome bonuses for your company?

There are many online casinos that offer tempting welcome bonuses. It can be confusing to determine which one is right for your needs. No worries, we've got you covered. Just head to our Top Online Casino Bonuses page and you'll find the most recent rankings for the best offers. Also, a guide will help you decide which bonuses are right for you.

Which software developers are worth my attention?

There are many developers producing innovative iGaming technology, but only a select few can be trusted. NetEnt (and other top-tier software developers), Microgaming, Evolution Gaming and Red Tiger, Pragmatic Play or Playtech are just some of the many. You'll find their best games in all online casinos.

What if I have the same account but play different types?

Yes, you can. Each operator will have their own rules, but you can only use one account for each site. You can gamble on any type of gambling option, including live casino, video poker or betting. It is possible to be penalized if you sign up to more than one website using multiple email addresses. This is because it is considered an abuse of the welcome bonus terms.

What should I do if a Casino doesn't live upto my expectations?

While we believe every site that we recommend offers excellent services, we do not guarantee it. If you have any concerns about a casino, UKGC provides support.

I have concerns about problem gambling. What can I do?

Responsible gambling is a top priority for us. Therefore, we have created a detailed section on Before You Play that will cover all aspects of online gambling.

Along with understanding and researching the games you play, it is also important to implement effective spending management methods.

GamCare, BeGambleAware have more information about what you can do to help prevent or treat gambling addiction.
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